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EDS
Electric Detection Systems
Australian Security Fencing has taken perimeter
security to the next level with its unique range of
EDS Electric Detection System products. The
EDS fencing system is one of the few perimeter
systems largely developed and manufactured in
Australia and is continually proving to be the
most reliable and cost effective method for
perimeter security . A standard EDS system is
2.7meters high consisting of 30 wires, a barrier that exceeds previous fencing systems. The compulsory warning signs
and the systems’ deterring appearance
warns would-be intruders that there
is a real risk of receiving a sharp
regulated shock if deliberately
touched, tampered with or
climbed. The systems
unique ability to monitor the fence line
ensures reliable
security
of
people and
property.

Safety
EDS fencing systems are manufactured and installed to
exceed strict Australian and International Standards as
well as Australian Security Fencings’ stringent Codes of
Practice. Unique safety features are incorporated within
the EDS control panels.

Technology
ASF continually consult with industry engineers to
enhance the EDS microprocessors technology. The
advanced processors can interface with most additional
electronic security equipment. EDS controllers come with
an optional keypad and can be fitted with a low voltage
function to allow monitoring of the perimeter fence 24
hours a day.
SMS and RF technology allow the EDS fence processors
to be located anywhere around the perimeter, reducing the
need for costly cabling expenses. Realising the need for
dependable Australian made products, ASF has established partnerships with organisations that specialise in the
relevant fields.

Proven Security
Over the years, Electric Detection Systems have proved
to be a reliable method of security in various industries
such as:• Automotive, Transport, Marine & Caravan Yards
• Communication & Utility Sites
• Police & Emergency Services
• Distribution & Warehousing
• Mining & Manufacturing
• Government Institutions
• Correctional Facilities
• Defence Force Sites
• Auction Yards
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Versatility & Reliability
The quick and easy to install EDS system can be fitted
to almost any existing wall, roof or fence, or can be
installed inside the boundary as a freestanding barrier.
The systems’ ability to monitor the fence line and to
integrate multiple zones, allows for easier location of
intrusion attempts for effective guard response. The
system is generally extended 900mm above the existing
fence or walls to provide an anti-climb section. The EDS
system is unaffected by rain, wind, birds, and animals
(most of which cause other systems to false alarm).

Low Cost of Ownership
The EDS fence system provides low cost of ownership
due to the systems reliable performance, active deterrent value and minimal running costs (less than 40 watts
when system is on). Many EDS system owners have
reported recovering the cost of their EDS installation in
a matter of months — this has been achieved by
halting further crime to their premises and the reduction
of other associated security and management costs.

Service
Clients investing in an EDS fencing system are assured
a guaranteed high level of service, technical support and
ongoing commitment. All EDS systems are offered with
an approved maintenance program to ensure that your
system is performing to its full capacity at all times.
Being Australian made, all EDS components are readily
available, ensuring that your security requirements
should never be compromised. A 12 month warranty
applies to all EDS system products. Authorised agents
Australia-wide are trained in the installation and maintenance of the EDS system.

Gold Guarantee

An extended 2 year warranty
applies to all certified EDS
systems implementing approved
maintenance programmes.
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About Australian Security Fencing
Australian Security Fencing was first established
in 1988.
100’s of Electric Detection Systems installed
nationally, and 15 years experience in perimeter
security has provided Australian Security Fencing’s
management and staff with an invaluable knowledge
and ability to create a system that can deliver various
levels of security, intimidation and detection.
Australian Security Fencing occupies a 14,000 sq
ft manufacturing and warehousing facility in
Riverstone, NSW. The premises house
Research, Development and Testing facilities,
imperative aspects when operating under
the concept of producing high quality
products and results that exceed
client’s expectations. It is this dedication and experience that make
the EDS system the ultimate
choice for your perimeter
security.

Contact your local supplier...

Australian Security Fencing
76 Melbourne Street, Riverstone NSW 2765

Ph: 1800 666 927
www.austsecurityfencing.com.au

